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3 years of planning
and production reach a
crescendo just before
D-Day - but will the Channel
weather cause a fatal
postponement?
PLANNING THE LANDINGS:
Dieppe: the rehearsal for D-Day

General Eisenhower talking to
face-blackened paratroops before
they board their transport aircraft
for the D-Day landings
Everyone can picture the scenes
on D-Day. The landing craft gliding
quietly towards the shore, then
dropping their ramps with a crash.
The white (or green, depending on
their level of sea-sickness) faced
men inside, sitting crushed next to
their comrades in deadly silence
until an order is given at a shout,
then running and running for the
beach. Past men screaming for help,
being dragged underwater by their
gear, or lying face down in everspreading red pools, having been
blown out of the sea by mines. Past
those sinking shakily to their knees
on the beaches, and the piles of
bodies spread out like waves along
the sand, with explosions sounding
all around; knowing all the while
that, at best, what awaits on the
other side of the dunes is a foreign
land, filled to the brim with a mighty
and deadly enemy. No wonder these
brave men and their actions have
remained firmly embedded in the
public consciousness ever since. But
do you really know the whole story
of D-Day, including the preparations,
equipment, and the order of events
and scale of casualties?
If not, read on.

The success of D-Day came about
thanks to lessons learned from the
Dieppe Raid in 1942. On 19th August,
close to 5,000 Canadians and 1,000
British troops attempted the first
amphibious landing on the shores
of Europe. It was a fiasco, according
to ‘Campaigns of World War II Day
by Day’, edited by Chris Bishop and
Chris McNab. The element of surprise
was lost after an early shootout,
and possibly before that through
warnings by French double agents;
the intelligence of German defences
was faulty, so that the existence
of two massive machine guns on
either end of the landing beach was

American troops boarding
a landing craft

overlooked; air and naval support
was inadequate, and the British tanks
were unable to cope with the heavily
slanted French beaches. Without
their help to break down sea walls
and tackle gun points, the troops
were sitting ducks. A few were
rescued, the rest were abandoned or
killed. The battle was fought and lost
on the beaches. The Allies learned
not to underestimate the Germans,
while they in turn learned to
thoroughly underestimate the Allies.
Clearly, the coastal defences already
in place were more than adequate to
prevent a similar invasion… as long as
the Allied attack strategy remained
the same. What was needed was
a new and radical plan, with new
technology to back it up.
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British troops going ashore on a
Duck. Insets: Churchill Tank crocodile
and Sherman Crab Flail Tank

PLANNING THE LANDINGS CONT.:
‘Hobart’s Funnies’
The Allied leaders knew that tanks
would be needed that could get
ashore from boats, then tackle the
walls, cement blocks, ditches, pill
boxes and minefields scattered over
the landing beaches. The job of
selecting and championing suitable
designs fell to General Sir Percy
Hobart, former commander of the 1st
British Tank Brigade.
As described in ‘War Machine,
Volume 10’ in our Historic Documents
archive, the Duplex Drive (DD
or ‘Donald Duck’) tank was a
Valentine or Sherman tank adapted
with the help of propellers and
a canvas floatation screen to be
able to ‘swim’ from a landing craft
to the shore. Another design for
the Sherman was the Crab Flail
prototype, where a rotating drum
mounted on a long arm at the front
of the tank would slam weighted
chains into the ground, setting off
mines at a safe distance from the
vehicle. Churchill tanks, meanwhile,

were often converted into AVREs
(Armoured Vehicle Royal Engineers),
designed to combat larger, more
solid defensive structures. An added
Petard Bomb or ‘The Snake’, a pipe
stuffed with gelignite, could explode
the mines and create a safe path.
‘The Jones Onion’ was a demolition
device carried on a frame that could
be placed close to a similar obstacle
before exploding. ‘The Crocodile’,
meanwhile, was a flame projector
mounted onto the front of certain
Churchill tanks, while a small trailer
of fuel was pulled behind.

The Mulberry Harbours
According to ‘Neptune’ by Craig L.
Symonds, in the summer of 1943
British Commodore John HughesHallett said jokingly, “If we can’t
capture a port we must take one
with us.” The idea generated hearty
laughter, until someone said, “Well,
why not?” By October 1943, the plan
had been approved, and construction
began.
As Dr Stephen Badsey’s ‘D-Day’
explains, the harbours were

composed of four elements. First,
the Bombardon Breakwater, steel
structures anchored to slow down
the waves before they reached the
Phoenix Breakwater. This second
barrier was made up of concrete-clad
steel frames, watertight enough to be
towed across the Channel, but able
to be flooded and sunk into position
once there. These layers were to be
laid about two miles out to sea. The
penultimate layer was old, rickety
boats, scuttled and sunk. Their
presence calmed the water above
them, creating sheltered areas of sea,
called ‘Gooseberries’. Last came a
‘Whale’, a floating metallic roadway
that stretched towards the shore and
ended in a ‘Spud Pier’, a land wharf
where incoming Allied ships would
be unloaded.
When D-Day kicked off, the men
immediately began assembling two
‘Mulberry’ harbours; by the time
the port of Cherbourg was taken
two weeks later, 1.5 million men,
300,000 vehicles and 1.8 million tons
of supplies would have been landed
with their help.
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PLANNING THE LANDINGS CONT.:
Operation Bodyguard – how
intelligence and misdirection
saved the troops
According to ‘Britain’s Secret War’
by Michael Smith, our knowledge
of the German defences came
largely thanks to unwitting Japanese
officials. The boffins at Bletchley Park
had broken the German codes, and
although the Germans were careful
what they broadcasted, they showed
their plans to the Japanese.
These officials in turn reported back
to their leaders in extensive detail,
much to the delight of the
listening Brits.
Now the Twenty Committee – or
XX – got busy. ‘Brutus’, a Polish
triple agent who had led a resistance
network in France and, when caught,
volunteered to spy for the Germans
in London, only to turn himself over
to British intelligence, provided his
German handlers with details of
multiple units of troops amassing in
the south of England, close to the
coastline of Pas de Calais. ‘Tricycle’, a
German-hating Yugoslavian playboyturned-double-agent, sent very
similar reports. Meanwhile ‘Treasure’,
a Russian-born Frenchwoman based
in the West Country, reported seeing
very few troops gathered opposite
Normandy. ‘Garbo’ had the most
delicate job of all. The resourceful
Spaniard, who had previously
flummoxed the Germans by sending
reports from ‘London’ when he
was actually in Lisbon, and now
controlled a fictional network of
spies in the British capital, first fed
information suggesting an attack on
Pas de Calais, then repeatedly tried
to warn of the attack on Normandy
once it was too late to do anything
about it, to win the Germans’ trust.
Finally, on 9 June 1944, when the
1st Panzer Division and another
armoured division were on their way
to tackle troops at Normandy, he
reported once more that a large force
was collecting opposite Pas de Calais.
Hitler diverted the reinforcements
back to Calais, and the British lived to
fight another day.

Below: American troops wading
ashore ready for immediate action
Bottom: Air attack on a bridge at
Tours on 8th June
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Left: Paratrooper dummy Rupert
used during D-day. From the Merville
Bunker museum in France

D-DAY KICKS OFF
Friends in key places
In the lead-up to D-Day the French
Resistance had stolen plans, recced
beaches and done whatever they
could to facilitate the Allies’ plans.
According to The Reader’s Digest’s
‘The World at Arms’, an arranged
signal was broadcast via the BBC’s
French Service, in the form of a
poem, on 1st June 1944; it put all the
resistance workers on alert. Then,
on receipt of a similar signal on
5th June, they struck. The French
Resistance carried out nearly 1,000
attacks throughout the night,
destroying electricity cables and
rail tracks, diverting troop trains,
cutting phone cables and generally
wreaking havoc with the Germans’
ability to pass messages and move
reinforcements. Consider, for a
moment, how brave these people
were to do what they did. Most of
them weren’t facing down guns, like
the troops on the beaches, but they
were completely within the Germans’
power and had no way of knowing
whether or not the invasion would
ultimately be successful. Even if it
was, the chances that the Allied
troops would arrive in time to protect
them from retribution for their
actions were slim. The men, women
and children that helped with the
sabotage or sheltered troops risked
their lives.

Final deception
The troop ships had already departed
for Normandy by the evening of
the 5th of June, 1944, and now it
was critical to keep the Germans’

attention focussed elsewhere. As
Norman Ferguson’s ‘The Second
World War: a Miscellany’ explains,
the Allies did this by continuing
the illusion of a fictitious army in
the southeast of England, the First
United States Army Group (FUSAG),
supposedly led by the great General
George Patton. Patton stalked round
the region ostentatiously, and reports
were spread by XX Committee that
his force was larger than Bradley’s; in
fact, it existed only on paper and in
the form of dummy tanks.
That evening radio signals from
the real army were recorded, then
broadcast in a location to make them
seem to be coming from the fake
army. Naval launches towed balloons
that produced radio echoes towards
Calais, impersonating much larger
troop ships. Lancaster bombers
dropped strips of foil to create
fake radar images, and dummy
parachutists were also dropped on
the 6th of June. The impression of a
large force languishing in the south
was so convincing that the German
commanders were taken completely
by surprise by the invasion. Rommel,
responsible for the defence of
northern France, was celebrating
his wife’s birthday in Germany, while
other senior officers were ironically
taking part in a training ‘war game’ at
Brittany.

Taking to the skies
The first to play their part on
D-Day, the 6th of June, were the
23,400 airborne troops. Their job
was to prepare the ground for the
invasion proper by parachuting in

and taking as many guns batteries
and bridges as they could, with the
British and Canadians in the east,
the US airborne in the west. The
British forces were quite successful,
taking a canal bridge and one over
the River Orne within minutes of
landing at 00.16, liberating the
village of Ranville and, despite
many troops not making it to the
rendezvous point, destroying the
guns at a coastal battery in Merville.
Just 600 paras were killed. The
US airborne forces had a tougher
time, with 2,499 deaths. Many men
drowned in the Channel due to
their heavy equipment after being
blown off course, but the Americans
nonetheless captured the village of
Ste-Mère-Église. The second wave
of airborne troops brought vital
equipment with them… so far, so
good. Meanwhile, Allied bombers
were also working to destroy
batteries and bridges and survey
the region – in fact, ‘The Second
World War: a Miscellany’ claims that
the RAF and USAAF flew 200,200
sorties as part of the preparations
before the invasion.
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Left: A beach master’s headquarters,
supervising the landing of supplies.
Right: Germans in a fox hole on
Normandy beach

ON THE BEACHES
UTAH
The 23,250 US Army troops aiming
for Utah beach met with early
misfortune, as the boat responsible
for guiding them to shore, patrol
craft PC-1176, hit a mine. They made
their way to land, nonetheless, just
over a mile south of their intended
landing place. The mistake served
them well, as the beach turned out
to be largely unguarded. Quickly
the men fought their way inland,
with just 589 losses according to the
D-Day Museum website.

OMAHA
The stereotypical blood-stained
picture of D-Day most strongly
reflects what happened on Omaha
beach – that is, mass slaughter.
Not only were the defences very
strong, and largely untouched by
the bombing, but the defenders
were of the 352nd Infantry Division,
tough veterans from the Eastern
Front; Allied Command had not
known that this unit was present. The
bullets were flying before the landing
craft even made it to the beaches.
Unfortunately, a huge proportion
of the available DD tanks – 21 out
of 29 – were swamped getting to
shore, and more were knocked out
immediately on landing. Many troops
found themselves trapped on the
beaches by the anti-tank walls, with
nothing but their personal weapons
to help them break through. They
were also left at the mercy of the

mines which either the DD or AVRE
tanks might have been used to clear.
Ironically they met with far less
resistance beyond the beachhead, so
had they broken through faster they
would have suffered relatively few
casualties in the landing. As it was
over 10% of the 34,250 US troops
who landed on Omaha beach lost
their lives on the first day of fighting,
and the assault was almost called off
before the navy ships (at great risk)
moved in closer to help bombard
the beach.

GOLD
Similar heavy resistance greeted the
UK troops on Gold beach – 1,023 men
died - but with two key differences.
First, according to ‘The World at
Arms’, the naval bombardment
began 20 minutes earlier than on
the US beaches, and lasted nearly
an hour longer, plus frogmen were
sent in to help clear obstacles. One
landing craft exploded nonetheless.
Apart from having less defences
left to negotiate, the men on Gold
had more tanks than the US troops
(Eisenhower had been offered
the use of all ‘Funnies’, but chose
only to select the DDs). In ‘WWII
Written Accounts by Troop Sgt,
Bernard Kaye No. 2073747 Royal
Engineers 16th Assault Sqd’ in our
Historic Documents Archive, Bernard
remembers: “I myself landed on Gold
Beach at a town called Aromanches.
The worst of the assault was over
and I was lucky to have missed
it… On D Day (the Petard Bomb)
was used to lead the assault to put

the concrete emplacements out
of action. It had marked success
although a great many men were
lost. Any soldier who was in a pill box
when the Petard Bomb struck was
either killed or too shocked to take
any further part in the war.”

JUNO
On Juno beach there were initially
heavy casualties, as landing craft
and vehicles were hit, but again the
‘Funnies’ did their bit and cleared
mines and blasted holes in the sea
wall. Add to that the fact that the
terrain was much less favourable
to the defenders that on Omaha
beach, with no cliffs and lots of
routes inland, and again, far less men
were killed, though 1,242 Canadian
soldiers still died. The best progress
was made from this beach, and by
nightfall the troops were nearing the
town of Caen.

SWORD
Sword beach was initially quite lightly
defended, thanks to the British paras’
success in knocking out Merville
battery, which overlooked it. By 1.30
the commandoes under Lord Lovat
had met up with the para troops,
and things were looking good. A late
attack by the 21st Panzer Division
slowed their advance considerably,
but after two assaults the tanks
withdrew to Caen. The men were just
lucky that confusion over orders had
delayed the tanks’ approach until the
afternoon; nonetheless, 1,304
troops died.
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TWO YEARS IN THE PLANNING
The D-Day invasion, also known as
‘Operation Neptune’, was not a small
operation, nor one that was entered
into lightly. It involved no less than
156,000 Allied landed troops, 5,000
ships and landing craft along with
195,700 naval personnel, 50,000
vehicles, 11,000 aircraft and 23,000
paratroopers, all working together to
attack 58 miles of coastline. Norman
Longmate explains in his ‘If Britain
had Fallen’ that Hitler’s intended
invasion of Britain in 1940 failed
largely because he only began to
seriously plan the attack two days
before his speech to the Reichstag
in mid-July. Having swept through
Europe more rapidly than he could
ever have imagined, Hitler plainly
expected to be able to mount a
similar invasion extremely quickly,
since bad weather would make
it unfeasible to invade from midSeptember onwards. Conversely,
Britain’s best generals spent
two years planning their D-Day
amphibious invasion, crafting and
perfecting the arrangements – and
it showed. The casualties of the day
were heavy, but on D-Day the Allied
army became the first invading
force to successfully cross the
Channel since 1688. Hitler’s days of
dominating Europe were numbered.

Operating off the Caen beachhead in
support of the allied D-Day landings
in France HMS Holmes drops a
depth-charge on a suspected enemy
submarine

“Your task will not be an
easy one. Your enemy is
well trained, well equipped
and battle-hardened.
He will fight savagely.”
Dwight D. Eisenhower
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